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Introduction

• “The Technical Advisory Group recommended that the regions use 

one or both of the methods utilized by Eurostat-OECD.” (Alan Heston, 

Chapter 12 of the ICP Book). 

• Quantity approach

• Rental approach

• Estimation of PPPs from data on rents is preferred, but: 

• Direct volume measures for housing from the quantity 

approach are used if economies do not have a large and 

representative rent market and so are unable to supply the 

data required on actual and imputed rents.

• In Asia Pacific region both approaches were attempted in 2011 ICP 

considering the problems of gathering reliable and comparable data

Note that: TAG did not recommend the use of the volume index of household 

consumption as used in ICP 2005 for AP.



Introduction

Principles behind Quantity approach:

• Direct estimate of housing stock are estimated based

on size of dwelling and corrected for quality differences

across countries.

• Dwelling services are proportional to housing stock.

• PPPs are estimated by dividing nominal expenditures

by thus obtained dwelling services.



Quantity approach
Quantity Indicators Used for dwelling volumes

(i) I1, No. of dwelling per 100 people,

(ii) I2, No. of rooms per 100 people, and

(iii) I3, No. of square meter (m2) of floor area per person

Quality Indicators used – basic indicators to discriminate

low end dwellings

(i) Q1, whether clean water is available inside the dwelling,

(ii) Q2, for indicating whether a toilet is in the dwelling, and

(iii) Q3, for the availability of electricity to the dwelling.



Quantity approach

Basic Quantity Data:

• 60% of the data was actual economy data submissions for ICP and another

40% were either imputed or collected as follows:

• For quantity estimation:  Imputed Values - ICP2005 updated to 2011 by 

population growth

• For quality adjustment: Indicators from UNSD MDG data (Toilet and Water) 

and International Energy Agency (electricity). 

Problems:

• Gaps in data availability and too many imputations

• Most importantly, data of uncertain quality, often not comparable, become

major contributors to the results

• Quality differences across countries are not properly captured by the 

indicators used – offered no additional insights for middle or high income

countries.



Quantity approach
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Quantity Index

• Figure shows quality indicator is close to 1.0 for many

countries implying all dwellings have all the amenities.

• Also high value of quality index was observed for 

Bhutan, Fiji, Si Lanka, and Viet nam.

• The quality indicators was useful in assessing quality for 

low- income economies but did not offer additional

insights for mid - and high-income economies where it

was close to 1.0.

• General conclusion - Quantity indicator may need to be

modified to account for such differences in quality.



Rental approach

Basic Data Needs:

• Rental prices for comparable dwellings

• Rental shares in GDP

Assumptions:

• Rents reflect quality differences, and thus estimated real 

expenditures reflect services of housing stock, properly

adjusted for quality differences.

• Expenditure data correctly reflect actual and imputed

rents.

• Real expenditures are estimated as nominal 

expenditures deflated by the rents.



Rental approach

Rents were collected for 6 types of dwellings:

• R011111 Villa/ Single-family House 

• R011112 Attached House / Row House 

• R011113 Studio Apartment 

• R011114 One-bedroom Apartment 

• R011115 Two-bedroom Apartment 

• R011116 Typical/ Traditional Dwellings 



Rental Approach 
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Rental Approach

• Rental shares are expected to rise as economies get 
richer.

• For AP economies there is no correlation between rental 
shares and per capita GDP

– True both for 2005 and 2011

– Expenditure shares of some low-income economies range from 
3% to 14% of GDP whereas around 8% for high-income
countries. 

• The expenditure shares are unreliable in the absence of 
actual rents for similar dwellings. The expenditures are 
usually based on unreliable estimates of rental values of 
owner-occupiers dwellings and are not based on the 
recommended user-cost method.



Rental Approach

General conclusions:

1. Use of this data along wth PPPs from rental data 

would give a misleading picture of volume relatives.

2. Rental data for few economies was considered of 

reasonable quality but on the whole not sufficient

to calculate PPPs for rental.



Mixed approach
• Expert group suggested use of a mixed approaches –

optimizing available data from two approaches .

• Breaking countries into three income groups and using 

quantity indicators inside the groups, assuming that inside 

groups the indicators are more comparable.

• Three stages procedure:
• Derive per capita single measure of quantity using quantity 

indicators.

• Divide countries into High, Middle and Low-income, and adjust 

further for quality differences using selected link economies 

from three income groups. This stage uses rental price data to 

make volume comparison between selected link countries.

• Finally, per capita volume measure from stage 1 is adjusted with 

factors derived at the second stage.



Approach Used

• The alternatives were presented to the Regional 

Advisory Board.

• Volume reference approach based on elasticity of 

housing on real consumption was adopted (as in 2005 

ICP). 

• Volume reference approach was based on assumed 

elasticity of 1 for housing on real consumption.

• The assumed elasticity was 1 (i.e., inclusion of housing 

was neutral, it would not change relativities between 

countries without housing).

• The coefficient was found experimentally using results 

from other regions.



Approach used
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Way forward

• Planned to collect both rental and 

quantity data for 2017 cycle.

• Improved data quality from rental 

surveys, dwelling stock data, as well as 

rental shares in GDP. 

• Explore additional housing quality 

indicators to capture quality differences.



Thank You.


